
BIOL2299 Service-Learning



• Each Service Learning Group in BIOL2299 taught STEM Lessons to 
different after school groups around Boston

• I have included sections of each groups lesson plans to highlight the 
different ways these fun activities were planned

• Each group navigated different teaching tactics as they got to better 
know the community of students they were serving 



ACCESS makes Ooblek



ACCESS extracts DNA



systemic Flow
works with soil 



USES Studies
Fossils
What is a fossil?
- The remains and impressions of a 

prehistoric organism/animal 
preserved in a petrified form as a 
mold or a cast in rocks
- Sometimes, when animals or 

plants die, their bodies get buried 
under layers of sand or dirt. Over 
time, these layers can become 
rock. And if the animal or plant 
remains are still there, they can 
become a fossil. 

How can fossils provide information 
about past generations of animals? 
- When different organisms lived
- A general idea of what different 

organisms looks like
- How different organisms have 
evolved over time 



USES braves the 
Weather

Activity: Water Bottle Tornadoes 
Video and demonstration 
-Make a model of the activity → a plastic bottle 
with water and food coloring in it - Have each of 
them spin it to demonstrate how a tornado 
works 
Explanation of Concepts: - How likely is it to 
happen in a place like Boston? The south? The 
Midwest? 
Activity: Different types of clouds with water 
cycle 
1. Show a video on the different kinds of clouds 

- 2. Have them draw the different kinds of clouds 
- 3. Make models of them with the cotton balls -
4. Draw out the water cycle on paper -
Explanation of Concepts: - Practicing cloud type 
naming and recognition - Explain how the water 
cycle works → evaporation, condensation, 
precipitation - Cold = snow



USES makes 
Elephant Toothpaste



ACCESS studies Anatomy
○ Anatomy- testing peripheral vision, testing 
different reflexes, explaining pulse
(how to measure pulse, how pulse gets faster 
when you exercise)
○ Anatomy- making different organs out of 
playdough
○ Anatomy- trace one student on piece of paper, 
and have different organs on
smaller piece of paper. Have students try to figure 
out where to place each organ
as a class. Explain where each organ goes and 
what it does
● Decided to do Anatomy activity with tracing of 
student and placing of organs, will do
reflex and pulse activities if there is extra time



St. Stephen’s Tackles 
the Egg Drop



USES discovers Static 
Electricity
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